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Abstract—The reliability of a prediction model depends on
the quality of the data from which it was trained. Therefore,
defect prediction models may be unreliable if they are trained
using noisy data. Recent research suggests that randomly-injected
noise that changes the classification (label) of software modules
from defective to clean (and vice versa) can impact the perfor-
mance of defect models. Yet, in reality, incorrectly labelled (i.e.,
mislabelled) issue reports are likely non-random. In this paper,
we study whether mislabelling is random, and the impact that
realistic mislabelling has on the performance and interpretation
of defect models. Through a case study of 3,931 manually-curated
issue reports from the Apache Jackrabbit and Lucene systems, we
find that: (1) issue report mislabelling is not random; (2) precision
is rarely impacted by mislabelled issue reports, suggesting that
practitioners can rely on the accuracy of modules labelled as
defective by models that are trained using noisy data; (3) however,
models trained on noisy data typically achieve 56%-68% of the
recall of models trained on clean data; and (4) only the metrics in
top influence rank of our defect models are robust to the noise
introduced by mislabelling, suggesting that the less influential
metrics of models that are trained on noisy data should not be
interpreted or used to make decisions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Defect models, which identify defect-prone software mod-

ules using a variety of software metrics [15, 39, 45], serve

two main purposes. First, defect models can be used to predict

[1, 11, 17, 27, 33, 34, 36, 42, 51] modules that are likely to

be defect-prone. Software Quality Assurance (SQA) teams can

use defect models in a prediction setting to effectively allocate

their limited resources to the modules that are most likely to

be defective. Second, defect models can be used to understand

[10, 30, 32, 33, 46, 47] the impact that various software metrics

have on the defect-proneness of a module. The insights derived

from defect models can help software teams to avoid pitfalls

that have often led to defective software modules in the past.

The accuracy of the predictions and insights derived from

defect models depends on the quality of the data from which

these models are trained. Indeed, Mockus argues that poor data

quality can lead to biased conclusions [31]. Defect models are

trained using datasets that connect issue reports recorded in

an Issue Tracking System (ITS) with the software modules

that are impacted by the associated code changes that address

these issue reports. The code changes are in turn recorded in

a Version Control System (VCS). Thus, the quality of the data

recorded in the ITS and VCS impacts the quality of the data

used to train defect models [2, 5, 6, 19, 37].

Recent research shows that the noise that is generated

by issue report mislabelling, i.e., issue reports that describe

defects but were not classified as such (or vice versa), may

impact the performance of defect models [26, 41]. Yet, while

issue report mislabelling is likely influenced by characteristics

of the issue itself — e.g., novice developers may be more

likely to mislabel an issue than an experienced developer —

the prior work randomly generates mislabelled issues.

In this paper, we set out to investigate whether mislabelled

issue reports can be accurately explained using characteristics

of the issue reports themselves, and what impact a realistic

amount of noise has on the predictions and insights derived

from defect models. Using the manually-curated dataset of

mislabelled issue reports provided by Herzig et al. [19], we

generate three types of defect datasets: (1) realistic noisy

datasets that contain mislabelled issue reports as classified

manually by Herzig et al., (2) random noisy datasets that

contain the same proportion of mislabelled issue reports as

contained in the realistic noisy dataset, however the misla-

belled issue reports are selected at random, and (3) clean

datasets that contain no mislabelled issues (we use Herzig et

al.’s data to reassign the mislabelled issue reports to their

correct categories). Through a case study of 3,931 issue reports

spread across 22 releases of the Apache Jackrabbit and Lucene

systems, we address the following three research questions:

(RQ1) Is mislabelling truly random?

Issue report mislabelling is not random. Our models

can predict mislabelled issue reports with a mean F-

measure that is 4-34 times better than that of random

guessing. The tendency of a reporter to mislabel issues

in the past is consistently the most influential metric

used by our models.

(RQ2) How does mislabelling impact the performance of

defect models?

We find that the precision of our defect models is

rarely impacted by mislabelling. Hence, practitioners

can rely on the accuracy of modules labelled as

defective by defect models that are trained using

noisy data. However, cleaning the data prior to

training the defect models will likely improve their

ability to identify all defective modules.



(RQ3) How does mislabelling impact the interpretation of

defect models?

We find that 80%-85% of the metrics in the top

influence rank of the clean models also appear in the

top influence rank of the noisy models, indicating that

the most influential metrics are not heavily impacted

by issue report mislabelling. On the other hand, as

little as 18% of the metrics in the second and third

influence rank of the clean models appear in the same

rank in the noisy models, which suggests that the less

influential metrics are more unstable.

Furthermore, we find that randomly injecting mislabelled

defects tends to overestimate the impact that mislabelling truly

has on model performance and model interpretation.

Paper organization. The remainder of this paper is organized

as follows. Section II situates this paper with respect to the

related work. Section III discusses the design of our case

study, while Section IV presents the results with respect to our

three research questions. Section V discloses the threats to the

validity of our work. Finally, Section VI draws conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK & RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Given a software module, such as a source code file, a defect

model classifies it as either likely to be defective or clean.

Defect models do so by modelling the relationship between

module metrics (e.g., size and complexity), and module class

(defective or clean).

As shown in Figure 1, module metrics and classes are

typically mined from historical repositories, such as ITSs and

VCSs. First, issue reports, which describe defects, feature

requests, and general maintenance tasks, are extracted from

the ITS. Next, the historical code changes that are recorded in

a VCS are extracted. Finally, these issue reports are linked to

the code changes that have been performed in order to address

them. For example, a module’s class is set to defective if it

has been affected by a code change that addresses an issue

report that is classified as a defect.

Various data quality issues can arise when constructing

defect prediction datasets. Specifically, prior work has inves-

tigated data quality issues with respect to the linkage process

and the issue reports themselves. We describe the prior work

with respect to each data quality issue below.

A. Linkage of Issue Reports with Code Changes

The process of linking issue reports with code changes

can generate noise in defect prediction datasets, since the

linkage process often depends on manually-entered links that

are provided by developers. Bachmann et al. find that the issue

reports of several defects are not identified in the commit

logs [5], and thus are not visible to the automated linking

tools that are used to extract defect datasets. Wu et al. [50]

and Nguyen et al. [37] use the textual similarity between issue

reports and version control logs to recover the missing links

between the ITS and VCS repositories.

Issue Tracking  
System (ITS)

Version Control 
System (VCS)
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Defect  
Prediction 

Dataset

Issue 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Code  
Changes

Fig. 1: The construction of defect prediction datasets.

The noise generated by missing links in defect prediction

datasets introduces bias. Bird et al. find that more experienced

developers are more likely to explicitly link issue reports to

the corresponding code changes [6]. Nguyen et al. find that

such biases also exist in commercial datasets [38], which

were suspected to be “near-ideal.” Rahman et al. examined

the impact of bias on defect models by generating artificially

biased datasets [40], reporting that the size of the generated

dataset matters more than the amount of injected bias.

Linkage noise and bias are addressed by modern tools like

JIRA1 and IBM Jazz2 that automatically link issue reports

with code changes. Nevertheless, recent work by Nguyen et

al. shows that even when such modern tools are used, bias still

creeps into defect datasets [38]. Hence, techniques are needed

to detect and cope with biases in defect prediction datasets.

B. Mislabelled Issue Reports

Even if all of the links between issue reports and code

changes are correctly recovered, noise may creep into defect

prediction datasets if the issue reports themselves are misla-

belled. Aranda and Venolia find that ITS and VCS repositories

are noisy sources of data [3]. Antoniol et al. find that textual

features can be used to classify issue reports [2], e.g., the term

“crash” is more often used in the issue reports of defects than

other types of issue reports. Herzig et al. find that 43% of all

issue reports are mislabelled, and this mislabelling impacts the

ranking of the most defect-prone files [19].

Mislabelled issue reports generate noise that impacts defect

prediction models. Yet, little is known about the nature of

mislabelling. For example, do mislabelled issue reports truly

appear at random throughout defect prediction datasets, or

are they explainable using characteristics of code changes

and issue reports? Knowledge of the characteristics that lead

to mislabelling would help researchers to more effectively

filter (or repair) mislabelled issue reports in defect prediction

datasets. Hence, we formulate the following research question:

(RQ1) Is mislabelling truly random?

Prior work has shown that issue report mislabelling may

impact the performance of defect models. Kim et al. find

1https://issues.apache.org/jira/
2http://www.jazz.net/

https://issues.apache.org/jira/
http://www.jazz.net/


TABLE I: An overview of the studied systems. Those above the double line satisfy our criteria for analysis.

Overview Studied Issue Reports Releases & Source Code Information

System Tracker #Issues Link #Defective %Mislabelled #Non-Defective %Mislabelled Releases #Files %Defective
Name Type Rate Issues Issues Files

Jackrabbit JIRA 2,402 79% 966 24% 922 2% 11 1,236 - 2,931 <1% - 7%
Lucene JIRA 2,443 84% 838 29% 1205 1% 11 517 - 4,820 2% - 6%

HTTPClient JIRA 746 31% 125 27% 106 2% - - -
Rhino Bugzilla 584 - - - - - - - -
Tomcat5 Bugzilla 1,077 - - - - - - - -

that defect models are considerably less accurate when they

are trained using datasets that have a 20%-35% mislabelling

rate [26]. Seiffert et al. conduct a comprehensive study [44],

and the results confirm the prior findings of Kim et al. [26].

However, prior work assumes that issue report mislabelling

is random, which is not necessarily true. For example, novice

developers may be more likely to mislabel an issue report

than experienced developers. Hence, we set out to address the

following research question:

(RQ2) How does mislabelling impact the performance

of defect models?

In addition to being used for prediction, defect models

are also used to understand the characteristics of defect-

prone modules. Mockus et al. study the relationship between

developer-centric measures of organizational change and the

probability of customer-reported defects in the context of a

large software system [32]. Cataldo et al. study the impact

of software and work dependencies on software quality [10].

Shihab et al. study the characteristics of high-impact and

surprise defects [47]. McIntosh et al. study the relationship be-

tween software quality and modern code review practices [30].

Such an understanding of defect-proneness is essential to chart

quality improvement plans.

Mislabelled issue reports likely impact the interpretation of

defect models as well. To investigate this, we formulate the

following research question:

(RQ3) How does mislabelling impact the interpretation

of defect models?

III. CASE STUDY DESIGN

In this section, we outline our criteria for selecting the stud-

ied systems, and our data extraction and analysis approaches.

A. Studied Systems

To address our research questions, we need a dataset of

mislabelled issue reports. In selecting the studied systems, we

identified two important criteria that needed to be satisfied:

– Criterion 1 — Mislabelled issue report oracle: In

order to study the impact that mislabelling has on defect

prediction models, we need an oracle of which issues

have been mislabelled.

– Criterion 2 — Issue report linking rate: The issue

reports for each studied system must be traceable, i.e., an

issue report must establish a link to the code change that

addresses it. Systems with low rates of traceable issue re-

ports will introduce too many missing links [5, 6], which

may impact the performance of our defect models [40].

Hence, we only study systems where a large proportion

of issue reports can be mapped to the code changes that

address them.

To satisfy criterion 1, we began our study using the corpus

of mislabelled issue reports that was manually-curated by

Herzig et al. [20]. Table I provides an overview of the five

systems in the corpus.

To satisfy criterion 2, we first select the set of systems in the

corpus of Herzig et al. that use the JIRA ITS.1 JIRA explicitly

links code changes to the issue reports that they address. Since

Rhino and Tomcat5 do not use JIRA, we removed them from

our analysis. Next, we discard systems that do not have a

high linkage rate. We discard HTTPClient, since fewer than

half of the issue reports could be linked to the code changes

that address them.

Table I shows that the Jackrabbit and Lucene systems

satisfied our criteria for analysis. Jackrabbit is a digital content

repository that stores versioned entries in a hierarchy.3 Lucene

is a library offering common search indexing functionality.4

B. Data Extraction

In order to produce the datasets necessary for our study, we

first need to extract data from the ITS of each studied system.

Next, we need to link the extracted ITS data with entries from

the respective VCS repositories, as well as with the oracle of

mislabelled issue reports. Figure 2 provides an overview of

our data extraction approach, which is further divided into the

four steps that we describe below.

(DE 1) Link issue reports to code changes. We first extract

the issue reports from the ITS of each studied system. Then,

we extract the references to code changes from those issue

reports. Finally, we extract the commit information for the

referenced code changes from the VCS.

(DE 2) Integrate oracle of mislabelled issue reports. We

link the oracle of mislabelled issue reports with our defect

datasets for two purposes. First, we record the mislabelled

issues in order to train models that predict and explain the

nature of mislabelling (cf. RQ1). Second, we use the oracle to

3http://jackrabbit.apache.org/
4http://lucene.apache.org/

http://jackrabbit.apache.org/
http://lucene.apache.org/
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Fig. 2: An overview of our data extraction and analysis approaches.

TABLE II: Factors used to study the nature of mislabelled issue
reports (RQ1).

Metrics Description

Diffusion Dimension

# Files, # Components,
# Subsystems

The number of unique files, components,
and subsystems that are involved in the code
changes that address an issue report.

Entropy The dispersion of a change across the in-
volved files.

Size Dimension

# Commits The number of commits made to address an
issue report.

Churn The sum of the added and removed lines in
the code changes made to address an issue
report.

History Dimension

Reporter tendency The proportion of prior issue reports that
were previously filed by the reporter of this
issue and that were mislabelled.

Code tendency For each file involved in the code changes
that address an issue report, we calculate
the proportion of its prior issue reports that
were mislabelled. For each issue report, we
select the maximum of the proportions of
each of its files.

Communication Dimension

Discussion length The number of comments that were posted
on the issue report.

correct mislabelled issues in order to produce clean (mislabel-

free) versions of our defect prediction datasets. We use this

data to study the impact of mislabelling on the performance

and interpretation of our models (cf. RQ2 and RQ3).

(DE 3) Calculate metrics for the prediction of mislabelled

issue reports. In order to address RQ1, we train models that

classify whether an issue report is mislabelled or not. Table II

shows the nine metrics that we use to predict whether an issue

report is mislabelled or not. These nine metrics capture four

dimensions of an issue report that we briefly describe below.

Diffusion metrics measure the dispersion of a change

across modules. Since broadly-dispersed code changes

may contain several different concepts, they are likely

difficult to accurately label. We use four metrics to

measure diffusion as described below. The # Subsystems,

# Components, and # Files metrics measure the spread of

a change at different granularities. For example, for a file

org/apache/lucene/index/values/Reader.java,

TABLE III: The factors that we use to build our defect models (RQ2,
RQ3).

Metrics Description

Process Metrics

# Commits Number of commits made to a file during a
studied release.

Normalized lines
added

Number of added lines in this file normalized by
the sum of all lines added to all files during a
studied release.

Normalized lines
deleted

Number of deleted lines in this file normalized
by the sum of all lines deleted from all files
during a studied release.

Churn The sum of added and removed lines in a file
during a studied release.

Developer Metrics

Active developer Number of developers who made a change to a
file during a studied release.

Distinct developer Number of distinct developers who made a
change to a file during or prior to a studied
release.

Minor contributor Number of developers who have authored less
than 5% of the changes to a file.

Ownership Metrics

Ownership ratio The propotion of lines written by the author who
made the most changes to a file.

Owner experience The experience (i.e., the proportion of all of the
lines in a project that have been written by an
author) of the most active contributor to a file.

Committer experience The geometric mean of the experiences of all of
the developers that contributed to a file.

the subsystem is org.apache.lucene.index and the

component is org/apache/lucene/index/values.

We count the number of unique subsystems, components,

and files that are modified by a change by analyzing the

file paths as described above. We also measure the entropy

(i.e., disorder) of a change. We use the entropy definition

of prior work [17, 23], i.e., the entropy of a change C is

H(C) = −
∑

n

k=1
(pk × log2 pk), where N is the number of

files included in a change, pk is the proportion of change C

that impacts file k. The larger the entropy value, the more

broadly that a change is dispersed among files.

Size metrics measure how much code change was required

to address an issue report. Similar to diffusion, we suspect

that larger changes may contain more concepts, which likely

makes the task of labelling more difficult. We measure the size

of a change by the # commits (i.e., the number of changes in

the VCS history that are related to this issue report) and the



churn (i.e., the sum of the added and removed lines).

History metrics measure the tendency of files and reporters

to be involved with mislabelled issue reports. Files and re-

porters that have often been involved with mislabelled issue

reports in the past are likely to be involved with mislabelled

issue reports in the future. The reporter tendency is the propor-

tion of prior issue reports that were created by a given reporter

and were mislabelled. To calculate the code tendency for an

issue report r, we first compute the tendency of mislabelling

for each involved file fk, i.e., the proportion of prior issue

reports that involve fk that were mislabelled. We select the

maximum of the mislabelling tendencies of fk to represent r.

Communication metrics measure the degree of discussion

that occurred on an issue report. Issue reports that are dis-

cussed more are likely better understood, and hence are less

likely to be mislabelled. We represent the communication

dimension with the discussion length metric, which counts the

number of comments posted on an issue report.

(DE 4) Calculate metrics for the prediction of defect-prone

files. In order to address RQ2 and RQ3, we train defect

models that identify defect-prone files. Table III shows the ten

metrics that are spread across three dimensions that we use

to predict defect-prone files. These metrics have been used

in several previous defect prediction studies [4, 7, 24, 33–

35, 40, 46, 49]. We briefly describe each dimension below.

Process metrics measure the change activity of a file. We

count the number of commits, lines added, lines deleted, and

churn to measure change activity of each file. Similar to

Rahman et al. [40], we normalize the lines added and lines

deleted of a file by the total lines added and lines deleted.

Developer metrics measure the size of the team involved in

the development of each file [7]. Active developers counts the

developers who have made changes to a file during the studied

release period. Distinct developers counts the developers who

have made changes to a file up to (and including) the studied

release period. Minor developers counts the number of devel-

opers who have authored less than 5% of the changes to a file

in the studied release period.

Ownership metrics measure how much of the change to a

file has been contributed by a single author [7]. Ownership

ratio is the proportion of the changed lines to a file that have

been contributed by the most active author. We measure the

experience of an author using the proportion of changed lines

in all of the system files that have been contributed by that

author. Owner experience is the experience of the most active

author of a file. Committer experience is the geometric mean

of the experiences of the authors that contributed to a file.

C. Data Analysis

We train models using the datasets that we extracted from

each studied system. We then analyze the performance of these

models, and measure the influence that each of our metrics has

on model predictions. Figure 2 provides an overview of our

data analysis approach, which is divided into four steps. We

describe each step below.

(DA 1) Generate bootstrap datasets. In order to ensure that

the conclusions that we draw about our models are robust, we

use the bootstrap resampling technique [12]. The bootstrap

randomly samples K observations with replacement from the

original dataset of size K. Using the bootstrap technique,

we repeat our experiments several times, i.e., once for each

bootstrap sample. We use implementation of the bootstrap

algorithm provided by the boot R package [9].

Unlike k-fold cross-validation, the bootstrap technique fits

models using the entire dataset. Cross-validation splits the data

into k equal parts, using k - 1 parts for fitting the model, setting

aside 1 fold for testing. The process is repeated k times, using

a different part for testing each time. Notice, however, that

models are fit using k - 1 folds (i.e., a subset) of the dataset.

Models fit using the full dataset are not directly tested when

using k-fold cross-validation. Previous research demonstrates

that the bootstrap leads to considerably more stable results for

unseen data points [12, 16]. Moreover, the use of bootstrap is

recommended for high-skewed datasets [16], as is the case in

our defect prediction datasets.

(DA 2) Construct models. We train our models using the

random forest classification technique [8]. Random forest is

an accurate classification technique that is robust to noisy

data [22, 48], and has been used in several previous stud-

ies [13, 14, 22, 24, 28]. The random forest technique constructs

a large number of decision trees at training time. Each node

in a decision tree is split using a random subset of all of the

metrics. Performing this random split ensures that all of the

trees have a low correlation between them. Since each tree in

the forest may report a different outcome, the final class of a

work item is decided by aggregating the votes from all trees

and deciding whether the final score is higher than a chosen

threshold. We use the implementation of the random forest

technique provided by the bigrf R package [29].

We use the approach described by Harrell Jr. to train and test

our models using the bootstrap and original samples [16]. In

theory, the relationship between the bootstrap samples and the

original data is asymptotically equivalent to the relationship

between the original data and its population [16]. Since the

population of our datasets is unknown, we cannot train a model

on the original dataset and test it on the population. Hence, we

use the bootstrap samples to approximate this by using several

thousand bootstrap samples to train several models, and test

each of them using the original data.

Handling skewed metrics: Analysis of the distributions of

our metrics reveals that they are right-skewed. To mitigate

this skew, we log-transform each metric prior to training our

models (ln(x+ 1)).
Handling redundant metrics: Correlation analysis reduces

collinearity among our metrics, however it would not detect

all of the redundant metrics, i.e., metrics that do not have a

unique signal with respect to the other metrics. Redundant

metrics will interfere with each other, distorting the modelled

relationship between the module metrics and its class. We,

therefore, remove redundant metrics prior to constructing our

defect models. In order to detect redundant metrics, we fit



Actual

Classified as Mislabel Correct

Mislabelled TP FP
Correct FN TN

(a) Prediction of mislabelled is-
sue reports.

Actual

Classified as Defective Non-Defective

Defective TP FP
Non-defective FN TN

(b) Prediction of defect-prone files.

TABLE IV: Example confusion matrices.

preliminary models that explain each metric using the other

metrics. We use the R2 value of the preliminary models to

measure how well each metric is explained by the others.

We use the implementation of this approach provided by

the redun function of the rms R package. The function

builds preliminary models for each metric for each bootstrap

iteration. The metric that is most well-explained by the other

metrics is iteratively dropped until either: (1) no preliminary

model achieves an R2 above a cutoff threshold (for this

paper, we use the default threshold of 0.9), or (2) removing

a metric would make a previously dropped metric no longer

explainable, i.e., its preliminary model will no longer achieve

an R2 exceeding our 0.9 threshold.

Handling imbalanced categories: Table I shows that our de-

pendent variables are imbalanced, e.g., there are more correctly

labelled issue reports than mislabelled ones. If left untreated,

the models trained using imbalanced data will favour the

majority category, since it offers more predictive power. In

our case, the models will more accurately identify correctly-

labelled issue reports than mislabelled ones.

To combat the bias of imbalanced categories, we re-balance

the training corpus to improve the performance of the minority

category. We re-balance the data using a re-sampling technique

that removes samples from the majority category (under-

sampling) and repeats samples in the minority category (over-

sampling). We only apply re-balancing to bootstrap samples

(training data) — the original (testing) data is not re-balanced.

(DA 3) Analyze model performance. To evaluate the perfor-

mance of the prediction models, we use the traditional eval-

uation metrics in defect prediction, i.e., precision, recall, and

F-measure. These metrics are calculated using the confusion

matrices of Table IV. Precision measures the proportion of

classified entities that are correct ( TP
TP+FP

). Recall measures the

proportion of correctly classified entities ( TP
TP+FN

). F-measure

is the harmonic mean of precision and recall ( 2×Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

).
(DA 4) Analyze influence of metrics. To study the most

influential metrics in our random forest models, we compute

Breiman’s variable importance score [8] for each studied

metric. The larger the score, the greater the influence of the

metric on our models. We use the varimp function of the

bigrf R package [29] to compute the variable importance

scores of our metrics.

To study the influence that the studied metrics have on our

models, we apply the Scott-Knott test [43]. Each metric will

have several variable importance scores (i.e., one from each

of the releases). The Scott-Knott test will cluster the metrics

according to statistically significant differences in their mean

ranks (α = 0.05). We use the implementation of the Scott-

Knott test provided by the ScottKnott R package [21].

The Scott-Knott test ranks each metric exactly once, however

several metrics may appear within one rank.

IV. CASE STUDY RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of our case study with

respect to our three research questions.

(RQ1) Is mislabelling truly random?

To address RQ1, we train models that indicate whether or

not an issue report was mislabelled. We build two types of

mislabelling models — one to predict issue reports that were

incorrectly labelled as defects (defect mislabelling, i.e., false

positives), and another to predict issue reports that should have

been labelled as defects, but were not (non-defect mislabelling,

i.e., false negatives). We then measure the performance of

these models (RQ1-a) and study the impact of each of our

issue report metrics in Table II (RQ1-b).

(RQ1-a) Model performance. Figure 3 shows the perfor-

mance of 1,000 bootstrap-trained models. The error bars

indicate the 95% confidence interval of the performance of

the bootstrap-trained models, while the height of the bars

indicates the mean performance of these models. We compare

the performance of our models to random guessing.

Our models achieve a mean F-measure of 0.38-0.73,

which is 4-34 times better than random guessing. Figure 3

also shows that our models also achieve a mean precision of

0.68-0.78, which is 6-75 times better than random guessing.

Due to the scarcity of non-defect mislabelling (see Table I),

we observe broader ranges covered by the confidence intervals

of the performance values in Figure 3b. Nonetheless, the

ranges covered by the confidence intervals of the precision

and F-measure of all of our models does not overlap with

those of random guessing. Given the skewed nature of the

distributions at hand, we opt to use a bootstrap t-test, which is

distribution independent. The results show that the differences

are statistically significant (α = 0.05).

Figure 3b shows that the only case where our models under-

perform with respect to random guessing is the non-defect

mislabelling model on the Jackrabbit system. Although the

mean recall of our model is lower in this case, the mean

precision and F-measure are still much higher than that of

random guessing.

(RQ1-b) Influence of metrics. We calculate the variable

importance scores of our metrics in 1,000 bootstrap-trained

models, and cluster the results using the Scott-Knott test.

A reporter’s tendency to mislabel issues in the past

is the most influential metric for predicting mislabelled

issue reports. We find that reporter tendency is the only

metric in the top Scott-Knott cluster, indicating that it is

consistently the most influential metric for our mislabelling

models. Moreover, for defect mislabelling, reporter tendency

is the most influential metric in 94% of our bootstrapped

Jackrabbit models and 86% of our Lucene models.

Similar to RQ1-a, we find that there is more variability in the

influential metrics of our non-defect mislabelling models than
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Fig. 3: A comparison of the performance of our models that are trained to identify mislabelled issue reports (blue) against random guessing
(white). Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval based on 1,000 bootstrap iterations.

our defect mislabelling ones. Nonetheless, reporter tendency is

still the only metric in the top Scott-Knott cluster. Furthermore,

reporter tendency is the most influential metric in 46% of our

Jackrabbit models and 73% of our Lucene models.

Issue report mislabelling is not random.

Our models can predict mislabelled issue reports with

a mean F-measure that is 4-34 times better than that

of random guessing. The tendency of a reporter to

mislabel issues in the past is consistently the most

influential metric used by our models.

(RQ2) How does mislabelling impact the performance of

defect models?

Approach. We use the same high-level approach to address

RQ2 and RQ3. Figure 4 provides an overview of the steps in

that approach. We describe how we implement each step to

address RQ2 in particular below.

(Step 1) Construct models: For each bootstrap iteration, we

train models using clean, realistic noisy, and random noisy

samples. The clean sample is the unmodified bootstrap sample.

The realistic noisy sample is generated by re-introducing the

mislabelled issue reports in the bootstrap sample. To generate

the random noisy sample, we randomly inject mislabelled issue

reports in the bootstrap sample until the rate of mislabelled

issue reports is the same as the realistic noisy sample. Finally,

we train models on each of the three samples.

(Step 2) Analyze models: We want to measure the impact

that real mislabelling and random mislabelling have on defect

prediction. Thus, we compute the ratio of the performance

of models that are trained using the noisy samples to that of

the clean sample. Since we have three performance measures,
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Fig. 4: An overview of our approach to study the impact of issue
report mislabelling.

we generate six ratios for each bootstrap iteration, i.e., the

precision, recall, and F-measure ratios for realistic noisy and

random noisy samples compared to the clean sample.

(Step 3) Interpret results: We repeat the bootstrap experi-

ment for each studied release individually. Finally, we com-

pare the distributions of each performance ratio using bean-

plots [25]. Beanplots are boxplots in which the vertical curves

summarize the distributions of different data sets. The hori-

zontal lines indicate the median values. We choose beanplots

over boxplots, since beanplots show contours of the data that

are hidden by the flat edges of boxplots.

Results. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the ratios of our

performance metrics in all of the studied releases.

Similar to RQ1, we perform experiments for defect mis-

labelling and non-defect mislabelling individually. We find

that, likely due to scarcity, non-defect mislabelled issue reports

have little impact on our models. Hence, we focus on defect

mislabelling for the remainder of this section.
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Fig. 5: The difference in performance between models trained using realistic noisy samples and clean samples. All models are tested on
clean samples (defect mislabelling).

The modules classified as defective by models trained

using noisy data are typically as reliable as the modules

classified as defective by models trained using clean data.

Figure 5 shows that there is a median ratio of one between the

precision of models trained using the realistic noisy and clean

samples for both of the studied systems. Furthermore, we find

that the 95% confidence interval for the distributions are 0.88-

1.20 (Jackrabbit) and 0.90-1.19 (Lucene). This tight range of

values that are centred at one suggests that the precision of

our models is not typically impacted by mislabelled defects.

On the other hand, models trained using noisy data

tend to miss more defective modules than models trained

using clean data. Figure 5 shows that the median ratio

between the recall of models trained using the realistic noisy

and clean samples is 0.68 (Jackrabbit) and 0.56 (Lucene).

This indicates that models trained using data with mislabelled

defects typically achieve 56%-68% of the recall that models

trained on clean data would achieve when tested on clean data.

While defect mislabelling rarely impacts the precision

of defect models, the recall is often impacted.

Practitioners can rely on the modules classified as

defective by defect models trained on noisy data.

However, cleaning historical data prior to training

defect models will likely improve their recall.

Random mislabelling issue reports tends to overesti-

mate the impact that realistic mislabelling has on model

performance. Figure 6 shows that while the median ratio

between the precision of realistic and random noisy models is

1 for both studied systems, the median recall and F-measure

ratios are 0.84-0.90 and 0.88-0.93 respectively. In fact, 64%-

66% of the recall and F-measure ratios are below 1 in our

studied systems, indicating that models trained using randomly

mislabelled issues tend to overestimate the impact that real

mislabelling has on the recall and F-measure of our models.

When randomly injecting mislabelled defects, our

results suggest that the impact of the mislabelling will

be overestimated by 7-16 percentage points.

(RQ3) How does mislabelling impact the interpretation of

defect models?

Approach. We again use the high-level approach of Figure 4

to address RQ3. While Step 1 of the approach is identical for

RQ2 and RQ3, Steps 2 and 3 are performed differently. We

describe the different Steps 2 and 3 below.

(Step 2) Analyze models: For each bootstrap iteration, we

calculate the variable importance score for each metric in

each type of model (i.e., clean, realistic noisy, and random

noisy). Hence, the variable importance score for each metric

is calculated three times in each bootstrap iteration.

(Step 3) Interpret results: We cluster the variable impor-

tance scores of metrics in each type of model using Scott-Knott

tests to produce statistically distinct ranks of metrics for clean,

realistic noisy, and random noisy models. Thus, each metric

has a rank for each type of model.

To estimate the impact that random and realistic misla-

belling have on model interpretation, we compute the differ-

ence in the ranks of the metrics that appear in the top-three

ranks of the clean models. For example, if a metric m appears

in the top rank in the clean and realistic noisy models then

the metric would have a rank difference of zero. However, if

m appears in the third rank in the random noisy model, then

the rank difference of m would be negative two.

Similar to RQ2, we repeat the whole experiment for each

studied release individually.

Results. Figure 7 shows the rank differences for all of the

studied releases. We again perform experiments for defect

mislabelling and non-defect mislabelling individually. The

scarcity of non-defect mislabelling limits the impact that it

can have on model interpretation. Indeed, we find that there

are very few rank differences in the non-defect mislabelling
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Fig. 6: The difference in performance between models trained using random noisy and realistic noisy samples. All models are tested on
clean samples (defect mislabelling).
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results. Hence, we focus on defect mislabelling for the remain-

der of this section.

The most influential metrics are generally robust to the

noise introduced by defect mislabelling. Figure 7 shows

that 80% (Lucene) to 85% (Jackrabbit) of the metrics in

the top rank of the clean model (most often, the committer

experience) also appear in the top rank of the realistic noisy

model. Similarly, 80% (Lucene) to 85% (Jackrabbit) of the

metrics in the top rank of the clean model appear in the top

rank of the random noisy model. Moreover, the 10%-15% of

metrics in the top rank of the clean model that do not appear

in the top rank of the noisy models only decrease by one rank.

Conversely, the metrics in the second and third ranks

are less stable. Figure 7 shows that 31% (Jackrabbit) to

75% (Lucene) of the metrics in the second rank and 38%

(Jackrabbit) to 82% (Lucene) of the metrics in the third rank

of the clean model (most often, the process and developer

metrics) do not appear in the second rank of the realistic noisy

model, indicating that these metrics are influenced by defect

mislabelling. Furthermore, 8%-33% of the second and third

rank variables drop by two or more ranks in the noisy models.

The most influential metrics are generally robust to

defect mislabelling, with 80%-85% of the most

influential metrics from the clean models appearing in

the top rank of the noisy models as well. On the other

hand, the second and third ranks are unstable, with as

little as 18% of the metrics from the clean models

appearing in those ranks in the noisy models.

Randomly injected mislabelled defects have a more dam-

aging impact on model interpretation than real mislabelled

defects do. Figure 7 shows that a smaller percentage of the

metrics of the clean models are found at the same rank in the

random noisy models than the realistic noisy models.

Randomly injecting mislabelled defects tends to distort

the interpretation of influential metrics more than truly

mislabelled defects do.

V. DISCUSSION & THREATS TO VALIDITY

We now discuss the results of our case study with respect to

other work on issue report mislabelling, as well as the threats

to the validity of our case study.

A. Discussion

In prior work, Herzig et al. show that issue report mis-

labelling has a drastic impact on the relative order of the

most defect-prone files [19] — 16%-40% of the top-10% most

defect-prone files do not belong in that group. The impact

that issue report mislabelling has on the ordering of the most

defect-prone files suggests that defect models (such as the ones

that we build in this study) will also be drastically impacted,

both in terms of precision and recall.



Yet in this study, we find that issue report mislabelling has

little impact on the precision of defect models, which may

seem to be incongruent with the prior work. We suspect that

the differences in the conclusions that we draw have to do

with the differences in our defect prediction experiments.

In the study of Herzig et al., files are ranked according

to the number of defect reports that are mapped to a file.

The files at the top of this ranked list are the most defect-

prone, and would yield the most benefit from additional quality

assurance effort [18]. Instability in the top-10% of files in this

ranked list occurs if these highly defect-prone file have several

mislabelled defects mapped to them.

On the other hand, our defect models classify whether a file

is defective or clean. In order for a file to be remapped from

defective to clean, all of the defects that are mapped to a file

must be mislabelled, reducing the number of defects to zero.

Otherwise, a file would still be considered defective. Hence,

the instability that Herzig et al. observe with respect to the

most defect-prone files may not have as much of an impact

on the files that our defect models will consider defective.

B. Threats to Validity

External validity. We focus our study on two subject sys-

tems, due to the low number of systems that satisfied our

analysis criteria (cf. Section III). The lack of a curated oracle

of mislabelled issue reports presented a major challenge.

Nonetheless, additional replication studies are needed.

Construct validity. Although the studied datasets have high

link rates of issue reports and code changes, we make the

implicit assumption that these links are correct. On the other

hand, we rely on JIRA links from issue reports to code

changes, which others have noted lead to more accurate links

than links constructed from code changes to issue reports [40].

Internal validity. We use nine metrics to train models that

identify mislabelled issue reports, and ten metrics to train

models that identify defective files. We selected metrics that

cover a variety of dimensions for each type of model. However,

other metrics that we may have overlooked could also improve

the performance of our models.

We focus on the random forest classification technique.

Although prior studies have also used random forest [13, 14,

22, 24, 28], our findings are entirely bound to this technique.

We plan to explore the impact that issue report mislabelling

has on other classification techniques in future work.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Defect models identify potentially defective software mod-

ules. However, the accuracy of the predictions and the insights

derived from defect models depend on the quality of the data

from which these models are trained. While recent work has

shown that issue report mislabelling may impact the perfor-

mance of defect prediction models [26, 40], the mislabelled

issue reports were generated randomly.

In this paper, we study the nature of mislabelled issue

reports and the impact that truly mislabelled issue reports

have on the performance and interpretation of defect models.

Through a case study of two large and successful open source

systems, we make the following observations:

– Mislabelling is not random. Models trained to identify

mislabelled issue reports achieve a mean F-measure that

is 4-34 times better than that of random guessing. A

reporter’s tendency to mislabel issues in the past is con-

sistently the most influential metric used by our models.

– Since we observe that the precision of our defect models

is rarely impacted by defect mislabelling, practitioners

can rely on the accuracy of modules labelled as defective

by defect models that are trained using noisy data — the

files that are classified as defect-prone by models trained

using noisy data are often just as accurate as the defect-

prone predictions of models trained using clean data

(i.e., mislabel-free). However, cleaning the data prior to

training defect models will likely allow them to identify

more of the truly defective modules.

– The most influential metrics are generally robust to defect

mislabelling. 80%-85% of the most influential metrics

from the clean models appear in the top ranks of the

noisy models as well.

– On the other hand, the second- and third-most influential

metrics are more unstable than the most influential ones.

As little as 18% of the metrics in the second and third

influence rank of the clean models also appear in the

same rank in the noisy models.

– Randomly injecting mislabelled defects tends to over-

estimate the impact that defect mislabelling has on the

performance and interpretation of defect models.
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